ART SCAVENGER HUNT
Theodore Waddell
15th Illustrator Show

Look for artwork of Tucker on The Brinton Museum website showing...

☐ A gentle animal       ☐ Something really big       ☐ Something delicious
☐ An exotic animal     ☐ Something really small    ☐ Something funny
☐ A good place to swim ☐ Stars in the sky           ☐ An act of friendship

Draw It

Tucker says “I love every season of the year, especially Spring when the snow melts, the days get warmer, baby animals arrive, and there are lots of new smells for my sniffer. (Dogs have excellent noses for smelling!)”

Draw your own picture of Tucker enjoying Springtime:

Write It Down

The artist, Theodore Waddell, likes to illustrate lots of animals in his art that go on fun adventures with Tucker. What are some of the animals shown on the golf course? ________________________________

If you could pick one animal as a pet, which one would you choose? Why? What would you name your pet?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________